Join the configuration services team

The Configuration Services team stands at the core of the eBay experience, providing the eBay websites and mobile apps, as well as 3rd party applications, with all the core data that structures our e-commerce platform. Do you like the challenge of finding the best way to expose complex data models at huge volume? Do you live to create levels of service resilience that outperform most cloud platforms? Do you want to be the bridge between the eBay business and its technical core? If so, then this is the team for you!

What will you actually do?
As the QE Engineer, you will participate and contribute technically to major development applications and components, used by internal customers and deployed to offline/site facing production systems. You will:
- Create test cases and automated test to execute the test cases both for backend.
- Design and implement according to test plan.
- Create systems & code documentation.
- Support the production applications & development efforts when needed.

What shall you bring to the table?
If you have an experience in testing methodologies, clean code, design patterns, code quality and testing frameworks (JUnit, TestNG, JBehave etc.) – we’d be happy to see the following capabilities as well:
- 3+ year of experience in tests development.
- 3+ year experience in Java.
- Experience in testing Restful services.
- Flexibility and passion to learn new domains.
- BSc. in Computer Science or equivalent experience.
- Ability to compose test plans for new features.

Advantages:
- Experience with Web Application Frameworks.
- Experience with NoSQL DBs.
- Experience with Git, Jenkins, TestRail.

Please send your CV to: mpeled@ebay.com
Java Developer

***Employment by Sqlink

eBay doesn't have BIG DATA. It has HUGE DATA!
With more than 100 million active users and hundreds of millions of active product listings, eBay is the world’s most dynamic online marketplace. If you are passionate about working with real, huge data of the largest inventory in the world, this role might be the best fit for you!

Your huge impact in this role
You will participate and contribute to major development applications and components which process hundreds of millions of messages each day and answer more than 1 billion requests in a very short SLA. This is your way to make a direct impact on eBay’s site.
In addition, you will be responsible for high quality development of Java applications that integrate with backend systems; High quality design and implementation knowledge; Documentation of code and systems; and Support of production applications.

What shall you bring to the table?
If you have experience with clean code, design patterns, code quality and Java open source technologies, we’ll be more than happy to see the following competencies as well:
- 3+ years’ experience in server-side development in Java.
- Experience with Git, Maven and CI/CD.
- Experience in building Restful services.
- Experience with databases.
- Bachelor’s degree in computer science BSc.
- Team player that can work and support internal and external teams.
- Flexibility and passion to learn new domains.

Well, the following competencies would be a great advantage:
- Experience with Kafka in micro-services environment.
- Experience with Neo4J
- Experience with Spring framework.

Please send your CV to: mpeled@ebay.com